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STICKER CRUECTOR’S ALBUMS 

(T) After purchasing your sticker album, 
carefully remove your MAGIC DECODER 

from the book by slowly tearing along 
the perforation in the cardboard holding 

it in place! Be sure to save the other half 
of the cardboard insert, because that's 
your pocket checklist! 

Notice that on the cardboard side of the DECODER 
there is a flap which you can fold back, forming a handle that 
will make it easy to use your MAGIC DECODER! 

As you continue collecting the full color stickers 
to complete the story in your album, you can get 
a "sneak peek" at what's to come by holding 
your DECODER over the red pattern in the 
unfilled sticker spaces! Surprise! You see 
right through the red pattern, and 
you can now see a picture! 

© While 
you're filling 
your album with stickers (and even 
long after your album is completed), 
you'll have loads of enjoyment using 

your DECODER to read the secret 
messages and solve the puzzles found 

on every page of the book! 

* Remember: Anytime you see the red pattern, use your 
MAGIC DECODER to find the surprises underneath it! 

©1986 Hasbro, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 

.. .approaching the peaceful home 3. The inhabitants recognize the evil 
of distant star-settlers. Approaching mass as Unicron, a breathing creature 
for what reason? larger than any other planet. 

1. It is the year 2005. 
of the galaxy, a giant 
mysteriously through 
darkness... 

e-giving energy 
jnetic force-field, 
energy 

5. Unicron rips everything from the 
planet’s surface, sucks it into its 
gaping mouth... 

6. .. .and transforms it into an elec¬ 
trical force-field of evil, making 
Unicron more and more powerful 
and deadly. 

7. Elsewhere, the treacherous Decep- 
ticons have conquered the Autobots’ 
home planet of Cybertron. 

AUTOBOTS MESSAGE: 



BLITZWING 
TRANSFORMS INT 

TWO DIFFEREN 
VEHICLES! 

20. The battle lasts a few secor 
The brave Autobots confront th< 
Decepticons with rockets blazir 

■ 



22. Megatron plans to slip 
security system in the Au 
and destroy Autobot City 

24. Daniel’s viewer-scope alerts him 
that the Autobot shuttle approaches 
and will land shortly. 

hops on his Skate-rocket anc 
aff towards the landing deck, 
5 to meet his Dad. 

27. They reach the landing deck just 
as the Autobot ship approaches. But 
the ship isn’t flying smoothly.. 

28. .. .'and Daniel sees through the 
telescope that there’s a hole in the 
side of the ship — full of Decepticons! 

29. Hot Rod immediately opens fire 
on the Decepticons, hoping to shoot 
them out of the sky before they do 
some damage. 

30. The Decepticons abandon the 
ship and begin an attack from the 
sky and on the’land. 

TRUE or FALSE ? T 

31-32-33-34. The Decepticon’s ship crashes into a cliff, turning the once 
peaceful mountainside scene into an inferno of destruction and rocking 
the landscape with its enormous impact. 

35. A Decepticon transforms into 
tank and sets his deadly sites on 
Hot Rod and Daniel. 



36-37. In the nick of time, the old war hero Kup joins 
in the battle. He speeds to the scene, transforms to 
Autobot, and wrestles the tank’s barrel just enough 
to divert the shot and save his friends. 

38-39. The skirmish over, the Autobots transform — 
and race toward Autobot City, where the real battle 
is about to begin. The city’s defenders must be 
warned that their security system has been 
penetrated. 

40. Before Hot Rod, Kup and Daniel 
reach the walls of the city, the lookout 
Perceptor sees a sky full of ships. 

41. Ultra Magnus, general of 
City, evaluates the situation and organ¬ 
izes the defenses. At his orders... 

42. .. .the Autobot warriors prepare 
the city to transform into a battle- 
ready fortress. 

4i#n COMBER WARPAT 
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WHO IS 
RETURNING 

TO 
DECEPTION 

HEAD¬ 
QUARTERS? 

44. .. .and unk 
mighty laser ca 
rockets. The Pr 
rises... 

45. .. .but Megatror 
break the city’s defe 
warriors to increase tack. 

46. Hot Rod and Kup manage to break 
into the city through a blasted hole, 
just before the shield reseals it shut. 

47. As the Autobots and Decepticons 
battle it out head to head, the walls 
of Autobot City begin to weaken... 

48. ..' .under a barrage of rocket fire 
and cannon blasts. Their hope now is 
to get a message to Optimus Prime. 

49. Did the message get through before 
the Decepticons destroyed the trans¬ 
mitter? There’s no time to wonder... 

43. Beneath the’city walls and floors, 
gears begin to turn — slowly open¬ 
ing hidden compartments... 



60-61. Megatron stands above it all, commanding his 
troops to slaughter the Autobots, when he turns and 
sees Optimus Prime. “Why do you throw away your 
life so recklessly?” he asks Optimus Prime. “That 
is a question,” answers Optimus... 

62-63. .. “that you should ask yourself!” — and their 
duel begins. Megatron hurls his laser-dagger from 
his boot, wounding Optimus — but not enough 
to keep him from finally throwing Megatron into 
a metal heap. 
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56. But there is hope! The transmission 
has reached Optimus Prime, and his 
ship approaches. 

MEGATRON 

58. The Dinobots transform in mid-air 59. But Optimus knows that it’s 
and, together, knock Devastator out Megatron, the leader, who must be 
of the city. stopped — no matter what the cost! 

OPTIMI 

57. Optimus Prime sends the Dinobots 
ahead to battle Devastator and hold 
back the Decepticons until he lands. 

50. .. as the Decepticons continue 
to attack from every angle, searching 
for cracks in the Autobot defenses. 

51. Megatron orders the Constructicons 
to unite, and the quick units leap on 
top of each other... 

52. .. to create a huge force of evil. 
Kup and Danny stare in disbelief. 
In front of their eyes... 

53. .. .the Constructicons fit together 
to build Devastator, a single giant 
force of destruction. 

54. No weapons in Autobot City even 
slow down the bulk of Devastator. 
The rockets explode around him. 

55. ... and he brushes them away, 
ripping finally through the walls of 
Autobot City. This could be the end! 

8 



AUTOBOT? 65-66-67-68. Hot Rod sees Megatron’s move and tries to stop him. The spunky 
Autobot leaps on the wicked Decepticon. 

69. Turning the tables, Megatron over¬ 
powers Hot Rod and uses him as a 
shield... 

70. .. .to blast away at Optimus 
Prime, who won’t shoot for fear of 
hitting his colleague. Prime falls. 

71. And Megatron deman 
Optimus beg for his life, 
tron did. Optimus, on hi? 
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72-73. ... responds with b mighty uppercut that knocks 
Megatron into the air and over a cliff. After the punch, 
as if it drained his last bit of energy, Optimus falls 
to the ground. Hot Rod runs to help him. 

74-75. The defeat of Megatron turned the tide on the 
Decepticon attack. They retreat to their escape ship 
and prepare to blast off. Megatron, about to be left 
behind, convinces one faithful warrior to carry him 
onto the ship. They blast off. 

DECEPTICON 

ASTROTRAIN 
TRANSFORMS INTO 

TWO DIFFERENT 

VEHICLES... 

...DC YOU 
KNOW WHAT 
THEY ARE? 

76. The battle over for now, the 
Autobots tend to the wounded — 
especially their leader and hero, 
Optimus Prime. 

77. Optimus knows his wounds are 
fatal, but tells the Autobots not to 
grieve. Soon he will be one with 
the Matrix. M 

78. Ultra Magnus protests that he is 
not worthy when Optimus tells him 
that he shall now keep the Matrix. 

— 
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79. Optimus tells him that one day 
an Autobot shall rise from their ranks 
and use the powers of the Matrix... 

80. .. .to light their darkest hour. Un¬ 
til then, Ultra Magnus must keep the 
Matrix in the hands of the Autobots. 

81. Weakening, Optimus drops the 
Matrix. Hot Rod catches it, and 
feels the power for a moment. 

82. According to his old friend’s last 
wishes, Ultra Magnus locks the Matrix 
within him. Optimus gasps, “Until 
that day... 

83. “.. .Until all are one.. .Continue 
the struggle.. .Transfer the Matrix 
of Leadership.” And Optimus dies. 

84. But not all grieve at his death. 
Moving closer to Cybertron, Unicron 
detects the power of the Matrix. 

WHO 
I W %. ES THIS 

ROSCOPE 
INTO? 

85. His internal sensing monitors 
observe the transfer of the Matrix 
from Optimus to Ultra Magnus. 

PERCEPTQR1 
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86. The Decepticon escape ship veers 
across the galaxy, reeling from too 
much weight. To survive... 

87. .. .they must toss off any extra 
weight. Starscream, seeking control 
of all the Deceptions, throws 
Megatron... 

88. .. .into the vast expanse of space. 
He is pulled toward Unicron, who has 
drawn him there for a purpose. 

• f « 

89. Unicron orders Megatron 
out Ultra Magnus and to destroy the 
Matrix. When Megatron refuses... 

91. Unicron gives him a new body, 
transforming Megatron into a more 
powerful.. .Galvatron! 



92. To help him conquer the Autobots, 93. Galvatron boards his new ship 94. But first, Galvatron must pay bact 
Unicron gives Galvatron an army of and leads his army toward Cybertron, a debt. He approaches his old court 
fighters and an armada Ultra Magnus, and the Matrix of Light, as Starscream is crowned leader. 

SNARL TRANSFORM 

INTO ONE OF THE TWO 
DINOSAURS SHOWN! 

IDENTIFY THE 
CORRECT ONE! 

ws um 

95-96. Starscream demands to know who disrupts 
his coronation. Galvatron responds, “Coronation? 
This is bad comedy!” and he transforms to a 
Galvagun, aims at Starscream, and blasts him 
out of his usurped throne. 

97*98. The crown rolls down the steps and Galval 
crushes it beneath his boot. As he does this, the 
warriors of the court vow to follow him into battl 
Now Galvatron, reinforced with troops and suppli 
prepares to attack. 

- mm 

99. Spike and Bumblebee transmit an 
SOS to Ultra Magnus and the Autobots: 
“A huge planet is approaching!... 

100. “.. .Unicron!” Spike and Bumblebee 
set the moon station’s self-destruct 
timer, and head for the escape ship. 

101. They blast off as Unicron sucks 
everything inside. They won’t escape 
unless the explosion goes off in time. 

106. Unicron is undamaged! Their 
escape ship loses power, and they 
are pulled back toward Unicron. 

CAN YU 
IDENTIFY THIS 

EVIL 
INSECTICON ? 

sstruct timer runs like clockwork. The explosion 
tremendous enough! 

i 
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107. Ultra Magnus orders all Autobots 108. .. .is interrupted by Galvatron 
to return to Cybertron to defend it and the fleet of Decepticon ships, 
from Unicron. Their departure... The Autobots run for cover... 

109. .. .dodging Decepticon fire, and 
hoping to reach their ships and save 
Cybertron before it’s too late. 

110. Ultra Magnus starts up the booster 111. But Arcee isn’t on! She leaps for 112. .. .and the Autobot ship lifts off, 
rockets and, believing everyone is on the gangway, and reaches for Springer’s taking to the sky. At least they have 
board, begins to take off. hand. At last, she makes it... a chance of escape in their ship. 
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113. But only a chance. Galvatron 114. When he has them in his sights, 115. Thinking quickly. Ultra Magnus 
redirects his forces, and bears down he cuts loose a barrage of firepower calls for emergency separation, and 
on the Autobot ship. that will surely destroy the ship. the ship divides behind the cockpit. 

116-117. Ultra Magnus’ intention is to draw the Decep¬ 
ticon fire power to the larger part of the ship — away 
from the cockpit holding the Autobots. They watch 
Galvatron’s ship fire another deadly barrage of rockets. 

118-119. It works! The rockets completely destroy the 
back of the ship, and Galvatron believes he has de¬ 
stroyed the Autobots, and with them the Matrix of 
Light. The Autobots escape to the nearest planet. 

17 



1. Before rebuildn 
;es a moment to 
dad’s old Exo-s 

from Dan 

120. With most of their 
they must attempt a era 
on the rugged Planet o 

lip gone, 
h landing 
lunk. 

132. Galvatron, demanding 
warns Magnus that he will 
tim if he does not surrenc 

125. Before he can say anything mo 
the guards take him away. But to when 
And what is this dirty.work? 



135. Hot Rod and Kup are t 
the court of the Quintessor 
stand above a pool churnin 
Sharktacons.. 

. .. .as the guard asks them if 
/ have any last words before th 
ge passes sentence. What can 
/ say? 

137. The COL jrt is f ix©d j and the judges 
are the Heads of Death. The bottom 
drops out and they fall. 

141. .. .until it’s high enough for them 
to drive out and onto dry land. 

Sharktacons, but the Autobots are hopelessly outn 
Vicious sea creatures. 

DECEPTICI 

MESSAGE! 

jj m *J| p wm i 

ter, after the restraining 
them, they transform. 

140. Diving to the bottom, they race 
around the edge, creating a whirlpool 

146. Sharktacons keep appearing! No 147. .. .until the Dinobots burst through 
matter how many they blast, ten more the door, crushing a few of the guards 

ive less photon sing the water level.. appear. Things look bleak... 



149-150. On the Planet of Junk, the rest of the Autobots 
have just about given up hope. Like Optimus Prime 
before him, Ultra Magnus is dead. And worse, the 
Matrix of Light is gone. No leader and no hope — 
things couldn’t get any worse. 

151-152. Or could they? With a sudden furious roar of 
engines and tail-pipes, the landscape shakes beneath 
the wheelie-poppin’, throttle-hoppin’ Junkions! The 
Autobots transform and race once again for their ship. 

153. But these Junkion critters pop 
up like crabgrass, blocking escape 

apping the Autobots. 

154. In the midst of the ruckus, 
Autobots and Junkions alike drop 
their guard and watch the strange 
ship approach. 

155. Its pilot and inhabitants are just 
as confused at the bizarre scene below 
them. All wait and wonder until... 

■ 

159. But Galvatron has the 
Light! Without the Matrix, 
civilization is doomed. 



WHOSE SIDE IS 
RAMJET 

ON? 

162. But what about Unicron? Won’t 
the Autobots have to battle him for 
the Matrix? 

164. But Galvatron underestimates 
the power of Unicron, who respon< 
by quaking and transforming. 

165: Uhicron speaks: “For a time I 
considered sparing your measly little 
planet, but now you shall witness... 

166. “.. .the magnitude of Unicron 167. .. .and propels himself towards 168. .. and sends the Deceptions 
and the destruction of Cyberton!” the relatively tiny planet. His giant ) scrambling for some safety. But there 
Unicron opens to full size... fist smashes the surface... is none — only destruction! 

CHAPTER 4: 
THE FINAL STRUGGLE! 

169-170. As 
beneath Ur 

s see their homeland crumbli 
take up their battle stations. 

All their hope lies in the help of the Junkions, the 
Dinobots, and the possibility of finding the Matrix 
of Light. 

171-172. The Decepticon ships bother Unicron no 
more than flies on a hot day, and he swats them 
into oblivion. The Autobots intend on firing into 
Unicron’s eyes, when he turns suddenly and spits 
a burst of fire on them. 

--.... - 
173. Past the flames, they crash through 
his optics, and to the inside of the 
living, deadly planet. 

174. Under pressure, the ship shatters— 
and the Autobots fall through the maze 
of Unicron’s guts. 

175. Unicron’s internal protection sys¬ 
tems detect the invaders. Once again, 
the Autobots run for their lives. 

25 
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183. The Dinobots attack from all 
angles, each employing his own 
particular power. All are hoping 
to locate a weak spot... 

179-180-181-182. Outside the battle rag 
furiously bombarding his Dinobot op 

D! 

176. Hot Rod, 
others, walks 

rom 
it. If he can 
all shall die! 

184. .. .in Unicron’s massive armor. 185. Inside another part of Unicron, 186. .. .and the Autobots turn and 
But every shot only seems to make Daniel is caught and trapped by fire on the hooks. Their barrage of 
the giant planet stronger. robotic antibodies. He shouts fire cuts Daniel loose. 

for help... 

187. But it also sets open a torrent of 188. The waters sweep Daniel into 189. He looks up and sees an aerial 
flooding water, which washes all the a passageway where he hears the conveyor, slinging captive Autobots 
Autobots away. screams of falling bodies. through the air and dropping them... 
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190. .. .into a smoking cauldron that 191. Daniel hears one cry above the 
processes them into an energy sup- rest. He swims onto the shore and pulls 
ply for Unicron! himself up, wondering if it could be... 

192. Yes! It’s h 
But he’s almost 
There isn’t m 

SOUNDWAVE 
TRUE OR FALSE? 

G @ 

TRANSFORMS 
int THIS 

iyb-iyb. He dropped betore the lid closed completely! 
Did it close enough to catch him from the steamy 
jaws of hot death? Did Daniel respond quickly 
enough? Daniel fears the worst. 

ne 

wl 

to the Exo-suit, fiddles 
the last moment, his rocket 

sort arm of the cauldron and 
tat happened to his dad? 

197. Spike is alive! Daniel saved his 198. Hot Rod and Galvatron square 199. .. .it won’t work for a Decepticon. 
dad! Together they stop the conveyor off and fight. The Matrix is usele.ss But Galvatron will not return it to Hot 
and save the rest of the captives. to Galvatron because... Rod. Galvatron fires! 

What future remains seems 1 
i Galvatron’s hands, as he sque 
l around Hot Rod’s neck. 

200. Hot Rod do 
and takes the sh 
he refuses to qu 

rockets, 
:hers. Bu 

.. .Galvatron is the stronger of tf 
Hot Rod fights valiantly. The futu 
le Autobots depends on him. though 

AUTOBOT 
AUTOBOT 
AUTOBOT 
AUTOBOT 
AUTOBOT 

203. Then, when the last bit of breath 
seems to gasp from Hot Rod’s throat, 
the Matrix around Galvatrori’s neck... 



210. And for him it responds! He 
grows in size and strength — the 
Autobot to rise out of their ranks! 

COIIc 

Since Unicron is pure evil, his whole being begins t 
betray him, As he tries to fight the light inside him, 
he can no longer attack Cybertron or the Autobots, 

216. j. .and to save them from the 
destruction of Unicron. He trans¬ 
forms and leads them away. 

217. Blasting through Unicrc 
the Autobots make what sh 
th61r fin31 escape 
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223. At home on Cybertron, with the 
Matrix in their possession, the Auto- 
bots’ new leader speaks: 

218. .. .leaving Unicron to battle his 
erupting body in a desperate fight 
for the survival of evil. 

destined to 
disbursed int 

ns he explodes into 
blackness of space. 

225. “Let us rebuild our home, and 
live in happiness.. .until all are one 

COMPLETE YOUR SUCKER MI1ECTI0II! 
If you've already traded your doubles with friends, and are still missing 
a few stickers, you can complete your album by ordering them from: 

Diamond Publishing, Inc. P.O. Box 48778 Niles, IL. 60648 

Here's how to order: 

(T) Print your name, address, zip code and 
title of this album. 

(Z) List the number of each sticker you want. 
(Maximum order 25 stickers). 

(3^) Include check or money order (no cash 
or stamps) to cover cost. Stickers are 
IOC each. 

(J) Mail the above along with a self-addressed 
stamped envelope with your name, address, 
zip code, and a first class postage stamp. 

BONUS OFFER! 
Enclose 10 empty 

TRANSFORMERS® sticker packets, 
and get 20 stickers for $1.00\ 

Allow 6 weeks for delivery. Offer good while 
supplies last. 

TRANSFORMERS* 
BACKPACK OFFER! 

Item #4702 

Offer valid while supply lasts. Expires June 30, 1987. 
Allow 6-8 wks. for shipment. Sticker backs may 
be used for any offer. Offer good in U.S.A. only. 

Made of heavy duty oxford nylon, this roomy 
backpack is a big I2V2" x 16" x 4"! It features 
adjustable shoulder straps, carrying handles, and 
additional zippered pocket! It's decorated with the 
TRANSFORMERS logo, and a dynamic portrait 
of Dynobot, "Snarl" that's printed in eight bright 
colors! The ideal backpack for play, school or travel! 
Only $8.95 or $7.95 (If you include 24 sticker 
backs) for each backpack desired. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Specify that you want the TRANSFORMERS 
Backpack (include item number with your order) 
and send along with your name, address, zip code, 
and a check or money order for the proper 
amount (no cash or stamps) to: 

TRANSFORMERS® Backpack Offer 
P.O. Box 48778, Niles, IL 60648 

1086 Hasbro, Inc. All Rights Rssarvsd. 
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